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O
ne of my nephews just started a new job and after one 
week he said his head was spinning. When I asked what 
sort of training he received, he looked at me as if I was 
speaking Swahili. “Not much,” was his response. “They 
pretty much give me a bunch of projects and tell me 
what they expect and after that, I’m on my own.”

Stories like that make me crazy. This is a bright young 
man who wants to do well. He is talented and ambitious, 

but thrown into an environment like this I question whether he can be successful 
at all. Retailers have a range of training programs. Some stores have Directors 
of Training and formal classes and others simply say “spend the day with Susie 
because tomorrow you’re on your own.”

Either method can work, but there needs to be a method and needs to be a plan. 
Retailers often tell me they don’t like bringing employees in for clinics or training 
because it costs too much. Bringing in 10 employees who make $15 an hour for 
two hours of training each adds up to about $300 by my math. I’m not sure I’d want 
to do that every week, but once a month or once a quarter, that’s most likely a 
good investment. The Container Store reportedly makes sure each sales associate 
receives 80 hours of training before they set foot on the retail floor. Container 
Store clearly believes in investing in its people. The chain reportedly pays its 
upper-end associates $50,000 a year and has been criticized by Wall Street analysts 

for paying too much.
I’m sure there is someone at Container Store in charge 

of figuring out ROI on all this so I won’t attempt to do 
it here, but I will say as a manager who has been hiring 
people for more than 30 years the difference between 
who you can get for $50k a year versus who you can get 
for $30k is significant. I’d easily take two people at $50k 
over three people at $30k each. Yes, I realize it’s $10,000 
a year more, but those two people combined will almost 
always be more productive than the three at the lower 
salaries. And when it comes to selling and handling 
customers, the extra money is always worth it.

Some of my first jobs out of school were in food 
service. I remember being taught how to cook on a grill, how to clean fan ducts 
and how to ring a register. It was not a formal process. But someone made a point 
of saying, “I am going to show you how to do this,” and then they did it. I was 
allowed to ask questions and supervised on my first attempt to do so, critiqued 
and then considered trained.

Stores spend so much money on merchandise and displays and advertising, but 
in my opinion not enough on showing people how they would like it done. There 
are so many great sports axioms about practice, many of which translate well to 
the retail sales floor. But my favorite quote about training comes from a novelist, 
who said “the essence of training is to allow error without consequence.” 

That’s as good a reason as any to invest time and money in making your 
people better. 

TIMEOUT | MARK SULLIVAN

Training Day

This is a bright 
young man who 
wants to do well. 
He is talented and 
ambitious, but 
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environment like 
this, I question 
whether he can be 
successful at all.
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LJP Will Distribute 
Ccilu in U.S.

footwearinsight.com

L
JP, International has a new 
addition to its brand portfolio. 
The company, which makes shoes 
under the Mootsies Tootsies, 
Robert Graham and 9 West Kids 
names, is now the U.S. distributor 

for Ccilu (pronounced chee-loo). 
Ccilu is the brand launched in 2012 by shoe 

industry veteran Killick Datta and designer 
Fiona Adams, known for her work with Puma, 
Diesel Shoes and Tsubo. The word comes from 
the Japanese expression for “liberate.”

The Ccilu line is built around a proprietary 
material the company calls ccilucell, a flexible, 

lightweight antibacterial plastic used in every 
design. The combination of the material and 
some revolutionary manufacturing processes 
result in products that are flexible, abrasion 
resistant and offer cushioning, as well. 

Datta is known for his huge collections and 
Ccilu has more than 800 SKUS, ranging from 
jellies and sandals to sneakers and boots. 

Larry Paparo, president of LJP, says he will 
initially bring 100 key styles into the U.S. and 
will begin shipping to retailers in April. He says 
the wide range of product will allow him to 
segment the collection to different retailers, 
including better boxes, department stores 

and upscale athletic channels. The women’s 
product will retail for between $60 and $120, 
men’s styles will sell for between $80 and $120 
and children’s shoes will sell for between $40 
and $60.

Paparo says he believes the upside on the 
line is “huge” and says retailers are telling him 
the styling and pricing will allow them to “fit it 
into the space between Skechers and Nike.”

“There’s truly nothing like this on the market 
right now,” Paparo said. “It can expand in to so 
many places. The combination of design and 
materials leads me to believe we’re capable of 
creating the next big thing.” 

THEFOOTWEAREYE
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Simple, the footwear brand that got its start back in 1991 and has been off the market since 2012, is re-launching. Denis Ryan, president of ICB, Int’l and Harbor 

Footwear Group, Ltd. have joined forces to bring Simple back and will have shoes in the market by this Fall selling season. Ryan bought the worldwide trademark and 

IP rights from Deckers in late 2014 and structured Simple as a design and marketing company under KTSimple (Keep Things Simple) LLC. Harbor Footwear will handle 

product development and sales to retailers. The company will build the collection around legacy styles such as the Simple OS sneaker, the Barney and the Simple Clog. 

Simple was founded by Eric Meyer. He later sold the brand to Deckers, but the brand floundered there and was shut down in 2011 after Deckers acquired Sanuk and 

decided to make that its casual brand. Harbor execs see a strong market for casual styles and feel the Simple name will still resonate on the consumer and trade levels. 

Bringing Simple Back
RE-LAUNCH
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M
unro is the new American 
distributor for the 
Hispanitas line of shoes 
and handbags, which has 
been made by the same 
family in Spain since 

1928. Munro showcased the line at the Winter 
Platform show and will begin shipping the Fall 
2015 line to retailers around July 1. The line 
features tailored footwear made from Italian 
leathers in Spanish factories and includes 
a range of boots and shoes that retail from 
$200 to $360. The collection will be targeted 
to specialty, boutiques, comfort and full-
service independent shoe stores and premium 
department stores. Bruce Munro, president of 
Munro, said all shipping and distribution will 
take place out of his company’s 115,000-square-
foot facility in Hot Springs, AR. Munro says his 
introduction to the line came from an Australian 
retailer who carried the Munro brand.

“We’ve been looking for a new line for a 
while and this fits our criteria perfectly,” 
Munro tells Footwear Insight. “The quality and 
taste level is outstanding and the company is 
family owned just like us. They understand 
how we do business and believe in a tight 
distribution to the right kind of retailers.” The 
line will also be shown at the FFANY shows in 
June and August. 

footwearinsight.com

Munro Will Distribute Hispanitas Line

A Cool Spanish Line
SPRING STYLE

TAILORED

Coolway, a footwear and accessories brand owned by the Mayordomo family of Spain, has begun shipping its Spring collection. The brand, which 
is more than 70 years old, has 185 branded stores throughout Spain and Europe. Coolway targets women 16 to 40-years old with a line of boots, 
sandals, loafers and espadrilles, all made in Spain. Retail prices range from $39 to $199. Industry veteran Scott Home is heading up U.S. sales. 
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The Hispanitas line features a 
range of boots and shoes that 
retail from $200 to $360.
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Avia Selects its Spots
By Mark Sullivan

A
via has re-invigorated 
a grass roots program 
for fitness instructors 
that helped build 

the brand’s following nearly 
20 years ago. Avia’s “Select 
Program” has signed up more 
than 20,000 fitness professionals 
including trainers, instructors 
and gym employees. Select 
Program members receive 
regular communication from 
the company including tips 
on training, nutrition and 
maintaining a healthy lifestyle. 
Depending on their level of 
involvement with consumers, 
Select Program members receive 
Avia shoes and apparel or 
discounts on gear. Cape Capener, 
CMO for the brand says the 
program features three levels 
of members — gold, silver and 
bronze — with members earning 
their status based on a number 
of criteria. For example, an 
instructor with 20,000 followers 
on social media is likely to 
achieve gold status, while a 
trainer who has 15 private clients 
may be bronze.

Since Avia was acquired by 
Galaxy brands and later on 
by Sequential Brands Group, 
ownership has worked to restore 
the brand’s premium positioning 
with updated product. And this 
spring, the brand will launch its 
first consumer ad campaign in 
three years.

Avia’s a new campaign “Find 
Your Time”, speaks to the 
consumer who juggles work, 
family, sleep and play, and still 
finds time to work on themselves. 
“With not enough hours in the 
day, the campaign encourages 
consumers to find you-time,” 
according to Doug Spitzer, 
partner and chief creative officer, 
Catch NYC, the agency that 
created the campaign.

The campaign will consist of 
mostly outdoor billboards. “Our 
customer—the do everything 
mom---is constantly shuttling in 

her car from work, to activities 
to her workouts,” says Capener. 
“Whether she’s in her car, or 
on public transportation, she’s 
always out and about so we hope 
these executions will reach her 
while she’s on the move.”

Specific shoes featured in the 
ads include: the AviSwift running 
shoe, the AviEndeavor and the 
AviUnion. 

The campaign was built on 
market research and focus groups 
and also led to the creation of a 
new Avia website and social media 
platform designed to provide 
consumers with the tools to make 

healthier decisions. 
“The site is focused on the 

everyday consumer. We’re not 
pushing her beyond her limits or 
making her feel guilty for getting 
fries however we want to give 
her the tools that will allow her 
to make the healthiest decisions 
for herself,” according to Spitzer. 

The new site has extensive 
content featuring things such 
as campaign photography and 
Fall 15 product updates; healthy 
recipes; profiles on everyday 
women finding time to make 
healthier decisions; and fitness 
tips from experienced trainers. 

THEFOOTWEAREYE

Cape Capener, CMO, Avia
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Topo has introduced the MagniFly, which offers underfoot cushioning paired 
with a natural shape. The company says the flexible, lightweight design 
allows for more natural gait function, while the 5mm drop and dual density 
midsole delivers zonal cushioning. MSRP $110.

Topo women’s MagniFly.

Flying High
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Reebok Hits the Reset Button

footwearinsight.com

By Mark Sullivan

W
hat do Mixed 
Martial Arts, 
CrossFit, Spartan 
Racing and a 

25-year-old footwear technology 
all have in common?

That is exactly the question 
Reebok will be answering for 
retailers over the next year as it 
pulls together these seemingly 
disparate elements into a 
combined strategy that company 
execs say targets the modern 
fitness consumer.

Reebok has made two high-
profile moves in the past six 
months. Late last year, the brand, 
which is known for creating a top-
selling shoe called the Princess, 
signed a six year agreement with  
Ultimate Fighting Championships 
to become the exclusive outfitter 
and apparel provider for the 
world’s leading mixed martial arts 
organization. And then in March, 
Reebok introduced a modern 

version of its Pump technology in 
a sleek fitness shoe, The ZPump 
Fusion, that it believes can make 
it a relevant player in the athletic 
shoe business in the fitness 
category that helped build the 
company.

 “This all started five years 
ago when we were looking at the 
sports and fitness environment 
and saw that sports companies 
had done a great job of serving 
fans who would sit on the couch 
and watch other people move, 
but not such a great job targeting 
people who actually got out and 
moved,” says Reebok president 
Matt O’Toole. 

Reebok execs began to think 
about fitness in a “tougher, 
grittier way,” O’Toole says, and 
began assembling assets that 
would help them speak to that 
consumer. The brand signed 
a sponsorship agreement with 
Spartan Races, one of the original 
producers of adventure racing 
series, and then in 2011 inked a 

10-year deal with CrossFit, which 
includes a line of apparel and the 
title sponsorship of the CrossFit 
Games.

Of course all the clever 
marketing deals in the world 
won’t help if Reebok doesn’t 
make a shoe people want to buy, 
which is where the new ZPump 
Fusion comes into play. Reebok 
introduced the shoe at a global 
press event in Manhattan in 
March that featured UFC fighters, 
supermodel Hannah Davis and 
Hollywood pretty boy Adrian 
Grenier. A week later, Reebok 
began shipping to key accounts, 
including Finish Line and Dick’s 
Sporting Goods. 

The Pump was first introduced 
in 1990 and became a high 
profile sensation the following 
year when Celtics guard Dee 
Brown won the NBA All-Star slam 
dunk contest after theatrically 
pumping up his shoes before his 
final jam. The new ZPump Fusion 
is a much simpler design in a 
sleeker package, priced to sell at 
$110. The original pump had 40 
parts, according to Bill McInnis, 
who heads up Reebok’s advanced 
concepts department, while the 
new ZPump Fusion has three: 
the air cage that he says wraps 
around the foot as it’s inflated 
with air; the Fusion sleeve upper, 
made from four-way stretch; and 
The ZRATED outsole, which was 
inspired by automobile tires. The 
shoe also features a toggle lacing 
system, The Pump itself and a 
deflation valve. 

Reebok is making a big bet 
on ZPump. O’Toole says the ad 
campaign, including a TV spot 
featuring UFC Fighter Jon “Bones” 
Jones, is the brand’s biggest 
spend in a decade. Reebok 
plans to roll out new colors and 
materials every month for the 
rest of the year and will support 
that with in-store shops at Dick’s 
and Finish Line.

“We see this launch as one 
of our key pillars to addressing 
today’s fitness consumer,” 
O’Toole said. 

THEFOOTWEAREYE
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Consolidation Continues

footwearinsight.com

By Mark Sullivan

T
he two biggest players 
in the run specialty 
business are flexing 
their checkbooks. So far 

this year, the Running Specialty 
Group, owned by Finish Line, has 
added to its portfolio with the 
purchase of four store groups, 
including JackRabbit Sports in New 
York City, and Fleet Feet Inc. has 
purchased GoRun Wichita.

For RSG, the purchases of 
Striders in Utah and Indiana 
Running Co. in its home state, 
Raleigh Running Outfitters in 
North Carolina and most recently  
JackRabbit, increased its store 
total to 75 stores in 17 states.

For Fleet Feet, the purchase 
of the two GoRun Wichita stores 
brings the total number of Fleet 
Feet stores to 141, 24 of which 
are corporately owned. The vast 
majority of Fleet Feet stores are 
franchises, but the chain, which 
has been owned by a private 
equity group since June 2012, has 
also purchased stores in select 
markets with the idea of converting 
them over to local owners over a 
period of time.

Both groups are said to have 
more acquisitions in the pipeline 
for the first half of this year.

Run store owners looking to sell 
now have two financially sound 
options and in many cases solicit 
bids from both groups before 

making decisions. Market sources 
speculate that a challenging winter 
season could put a number of 
marginal stores into play.

“A rough winter could put stress 
on cash flow for stores that are just 
making a go of it,” says one store 
owner who has met with both Fleet 
Feet and RSG. “Stores that are not 
interested in selling now could 
change their tune in 60 days.”

Fleet Feet CEO Jeff Phillips 
echoes those sentiments. “2014 
was a tough year and the weather 
this winter has made it tough to 
drive sales.” Fleet Feet had comp 
store sales gains of 20 percent 
in January, according to Phillips, 
although he admits the chain gave 
back some of that in February. 
“When it snows in the Southeast, it 
just shuts down business.”

 With the GoRun purchase, Fleet 
Feet plans to install Midwest native 
Joel Stansloski as manager over 
both stores. Stansloski spent the 
past six years working as general 
manager of retail operations for 
Fleet Feet’s franchise in Tulsa, OK. 
“Joel understands the complexities 
of operating multiple stores. He’ll 
be a great fit and will eventually 
own the stores,” says Phillips.

Both RSG and Fleet Feet are 
using acquisitions to speed their 
entry into new markets. The GoRun 
acquisition is Fleet Feet’s first 
move into Kansas. And late last 
year, Fleet Feet expanded into the 
Portland, OR, market by installing 
new owners of FitRight. 

Meanwhile, RSG has been 
building regional strongholds 
along the East Coast from Boston 
through North Carolina and in the 
Midwest, Rocky Mountain states 
and Texas.

In addition to competing as 
to who can write the biggest 
check, the two big store groups 
are waging battle with very 
different philosophies in the 
marketplace. Fleet Feet execs say 
they are committed to a local 
ownership model, with a high 
level of community involvement. 
And indeed, GoRun Wichita was 
regarded as stellar in its service of 

the local community. “That’s how 
we run our model and that was 
a big part of what attracted us to 
GoRun,” Phillips says.

With the purchase of JackRabbit, 
the store’s owner and founder, 
Lee Silverman, will join RSG’s 
leadership team in Denver 
as Senior VP-brand strategy. 
Silverman also owns WIN detergent 
and that will operate separately 
from RSG and JackRabbit. Finish 
Line is said to be considering 
changing over the nameplates 
on all its acquired stores to one 
unifying name and Silverman 
could play a key role in shaping 
that strategy.

There are signs that RSG is 
looking for new ways to acquire 
customers and connect with 
runners in communities where 
it owns stores. Earlier this year, 
RSG’s parent, Finish Line made an 
investment in imAthlete, a sports 
registration company, along the 
lines of active.com. imAthlete 
has an impressive portfolio of 
clients, including the Gore-Tex 
Philadelphia Marathon, the ASICS 
Los Angeles Marathon and the 
MetroPCS Dallas Marathon.  

And, according to RSG president 
Bill Kirkendall, who will sit on the 
board of imAthlete, the company 
also handles registration for many 
smaller events. 

“The data we capture from these 
registrations will allow us to talk to 
these customers in a much better 
fashion,” Kirkendall tells Footwear 
Insight. “We see this relationship 
as a tool to be involved in local 
communities.”

As part of its investment in 
the company, Running Specialty 
Group will get access to all 
registrants in these events and 
be able to drive them into their 
stores and sell them product 
through the run.com website.

The competition between 
Fleet Feet and RSG will certainly 
include a battle between Big Data 
management, at which TFL excels, 
and local community support 
and customer service, two strong 
points of Fleet Feet. 
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By Jennifer Ernst Beaudry

U
nder Armour is 
continuing its retail 
expansion, opening its 
largest Brand House 

flagship to date in early March in 
downtown Chicago.  

Located at 600 North Michigan 
Avenue, the 30,000-square-foot 
store features several firsts 
for the Baltimore, MD-based 
brand: the largest footwear area 
of any Brand House location, 
its first dedicated Hunt and 
Fish areas in-store, its first 
wearables bar, and the debut 
of an area dedicated to Armour 
Record, the new online platform 
that connects Under Armour 
fitness tracking acquisitions 
MapMyFitness and Endomondo 

and MyFitnessPal, both added 
last month. 

“Being on the Miracle Mile, 
there’s no bigger platform,” 
Under Armour CEO Kevin Plank 
told Footwear Insight at an 
in-store event the day before the 
grand opening.

“This is a sports town, this is a 
four-seasons town, and with our 
relationships with Northwestern, 
with Notre Dame, the Cubs and 
the Bulls, all of those things made 
it such an easy fit for us. We love 
this town, we want to be here 
more, and we think planting a 
flag in the middle of Michigan 
Avenue is a great expression of 
the brand.” 

In addition to the specialized 
areas, the Chicago store will 
feature Bootlegs, what VP– North 

America Brand House Dan Leraris 
characterized as made-for-the-
pros limited-edition product 
not normally produced for 
commercial sale.

First up for the location are 
HeatGear leggings and shorts 
custom-made for Stephen Curry 
of the NBA’s Golden State 
Warriors, available only in size 
Large (Curry’s size) and available 
only until they sell out. The 
plan, Leraris says, is to rotate 
product that could come from all 
categories – apparel, footwear, 
youth – and gather learnings and 
testings from market feedback. 

Under Armour has been 
open with its strategy that 
direct-to-consumer sales – via 
its e-commerce site as well as 
flagship stores – are a major 
growth strategy. 

Under Armour also recently 
opened a store in Sao Paulo, 
Brazil on the 6th, and has a store 
set to open in Bloomington’s Mall 
of America at the end of March. 

The Chicago location is key, 
says Susie McCabe, senior VP–
global retail, allowing the brand 
to target not only the nearly three 
million Chicago residents but 
also the 46 million domestic and 
international tourists who visit 
the city each year. 

“This is the place to be and we 
think we have the 50-yard line on 
Michigan Avenue,” she says. 

Under Armour Opens in Chicago
RETAIL

Michigan Avenue 
store is the brand’s 
largest to date

Under Armour expands 
into the Windy City

KOBE X Elite Elevate

LEBRON 12 Elite Elevate

KD7 Elite Elevate

Nike’s Elite Series to Hit Retail with Monthly Drops
BASKETBALL

Nike recently unveiled its Elite Series Team Collection of the KD7, KOBE X and 
LEBRON 12 basketball shoes. The Nike Basketball Elite Series features nine total 
shoes, three color ways each for the KOBE X Elite, KD7 Elite and LEBRON 12 Elite. 
The shoes will be available globally in limited quantities. There are three distinct Nike 
Elite Series Collections that launch monthly beginning in April. The first, Nike Elite Series 
Team Collection, launches April 18 and features the team colors of Bryant, Durant and 
James. The second, Nike Elite Series Elevate Collection, features blue hues as a nod to 
the sky and launches May 15. The June 5 drop will feature the Nike Elite Series Rose 
Gold Collection, which pulls inspiration from the journey to the championship trophy. 
Pictured at right is the Nike Basketball Elite Series Elevate Collection. 
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Hosiery Hostility
By Suzanne Blecher

S
ince the launch of 
Feetures! in 2002, 
the brand has run 
promotions on its socks. 

The twice a year “Buy 3, Get 1 
Free” program creates excitement 
around the product category 
and makes it easy for the staff 
to present and sell performance 
socks. “In addition, it is well 
received by consumers and drives 
sales at retail,” says John Gaither, 
VP–product for Feetures!

Wayne Haworth, apparel 
and accessories manager for 
retailer Dick Pond Athletics, sees 
promotions – including ones 
from Feetures! – as “a great way 
to start the conversation on 
socks” and a method for moving 
large numbers of products, he 
says. In turn, retailers can make 
room for new offerings, which is 
important in a seasonal category 
like running. 

The practice is also a way to 
stay competitive with big-box 
and online retailers who boast 
lower prices and run regular 
sales, Haworth explains. Since 

some consumers expect to buy 
everything on sale all of the time, 
specialty retailers can be caught 
in the middle trying to balance 
prices and margins.  

Haworth, a sock buyer for the 
last 10 years with Dick Pond, 
explains that large margins 
tend to be built into socks. So 
even when the brand doesn’t 
support a promotion, it can still 
be profitable for the retailer. 
Feetures! replaces every sock 
given away with credit, so it 
“doesn’t hurt our bottom line and 
helps them accomplish their goal 
of capturing a greater percentage 
of the sock pie,” Haworth 
comments.  

With promotions, total margin 
dollars are on the rise at Charm 
City Run. “If you can move more 
units at higher total margin 
and get the customer a better 
product, that sounds like a pretty 
good gig,” says Josh Levinson, 
owner of the Maryland-based 
retailer. The exec is fond of 
Feetures!’ point-of-purchase and 
displays, as well as Swiftwick’s 
work touting promotions.  
For retailers, it is about 

communicating urgency 
surrounding deals. “Consumers 
need to know that they are getting 
more quality product at a reduced 
price and that these offers are 
usually for one month at a time. 
They should know what brands 
are offering it and when, and know 
that they do not last forever,” 
Levinson says. 

For retailers wishing to 
streamline promotional activity, 
programs can be geared to specific 
subsets of customers. Florida-
based FITniche runs a “Buy 3, Get 
1 Free” program strictly for its 
loyalty members. Participating 
brands include Feetures!, Balega 
and Injinji, all of which provide the 
retailer with some small additional 
margin to assist with the program. 
“It’s a delight for the customers, so 
the hit to the margin percentage is 
worth it,” says Rich Wills, owner of 
FITniche.

Without doing true giveaways, 
SmartWool gives consumers a 
price break with multiples of items 
that complement each other, but 
the consumer may not think to 
purchase together. For example, 
in the run category, the brand 

In a competitive retail 
environment, some 
hosiery brands are 

pricing socks to sell. 
But are promotions 

permanently cheapening 
the channel? Specialty 

retailers and brands 
weigh in on these 

controversial practices.

RETAILSOCKS

Thorlo’s Experia Rio 
Collection, $14.99 per pair.
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offers a two-pack containing a PhD 
Run Ultra Light Micro sock and 
a PhD Compression Calf Sleeve. 
“Someone who buys this type 
of sock from us may not think 
to explore compression, but if 
we put them together and make 
the suggestion… the idea maybe 
isn’t as risky from a consumer 
standpoint,” says SmartWool 
VP-wholesale sales and marketing, 
Amy Beck.

SmartWool is a proponent of 
keeping hosiery ASP north of $10, 
which has become somewhat of 
an agency benchmark. Thorlo, 
which crafts premium, Made 
in the USA hosiery, is also a 
supporter. Thorlo’s ASP is over 
$12.30 in running specialty and 
$13.07 in athletic specialty/
sporting goods according to The 
NPD Group, including the impact 
of twice-yearly promotions. While 
Thorlo VP–sales James Jesserer 
endorses promotions, which 
his brand has run for 20 years, 
he cautions retailers “to stop 
purchasing highly promotional, 
entry level price-point products 
generally manufactured offshore.”

Balega, known for its 

manufacturing base in South 
Africa, is one brand laying down 
U.S. roots. The brand already 
produces its yarns here and will 
soon be going live with domestic 
production. “Some sock brands, 
particularly those manufactured 
in low cost to manufacture 
countries, think that by flooding 
the specialty market with 
product, and offering discounted 
promotions, it will establish 
some sort of brand loyalty. This 
is certainly a quick method to 
gain market share, but this creates 
an expectation that will become 
more and more difficult to fulfill as 
time goes on,” says Balega chief 
executive Bert Pictor. 

As a result, firms are forced 
to find cheaper and cheaper 
manufacturing as time goes on 
to maintain a profit margin since 
every third or fourth pair is 
being given away. “Does this not 
ultimately result in a disservice 
to the customer who will not 
have the same experience when 
they perform and will create an 
atmosphere in what is supposed 
to be a specialty environment 
that it is no different from any 

other sporting goods outlet? 
Nobody wins,” adds Chris Bevin, 
Balega’s president.   

To be sure, Balega participates 
in promotional practices with 
its partners because of industry 
pressure. “Namely because if we 
don’t, our retail partners will go 
to other brands that offer that,” 
says Tanya Pictor, VP–sales and 
marketing at Balega. The ultimate 
concern is the category turning 
into a commodity, with little 
value to either the retailer or 
consumer. 

Since some consumers 
expect to buy everything on 
sale all of the time, specialty 
retailers can be caught in 
the middle trying to balance 
prices and margins.  

Above: A Balega display 
at Charm City Run and some 
Feetures! promotional signage.
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By Suzanne Blecher  With the athleisure trend still flooding the market from the runway to the mall, formal footwear fancies a 
makeover with a spotlight on sporty elements. Just as a grey sweatpant can be paired with a button-down shirt and puffy vest 
(as seen at Uniqlo), footwear brands are making work-worthy looks less fussy with casual, activewear-inspired components. At 
the Fall 2015 New York shows we saw translucent soles with flecks of red and yellow turn one Oxford into a shoe fit for a trendy 
20-something. A pair of suede Chukkas on a running shoe sole was almost suitable enough for breaking into a 5K. Archived fab-
rics usually seen in old-school blazers were optioned into tall, leather hikers, while split-colored soles turned an old Brogue into 
something new again. Here are some of the most noteworthy subsections of the larger trend of mixing genres.

 Sporty, Yet Sophisticated 

STYLE FUSION

TRENDSMEN

Tradition blends with outdoor pursuits in a couple of new heritage 
brand pairings. In the Peninsula Collaboration: Wolverine x Stormy 
Kromer, genuine full-grain leather is sourced from Horween Leather 
Co. and the iconic red plaid wool comes from outerwear brand Stormy 
Kromer. Timberland sourced a selection of vintage patterns from the 
1973 archives of Pendleton and Harris Tweed to commemorate the 
year Timberland was founded. The Heston Mid hiking boot features 
an exclusive Pendleton wool pattern while the Britton Hill leather and 
fabric boot is accentuated with Harris Tweed wool. 

CRAFTY COLLABORATIONS

The Peninsula Collaboration: 
Wolverine x Stormy Kromer.

Timberland’s Britton Hill Boot 
with Harris Tweed Wool.

Timberland’s Heston Mid 
Boot with Pendleton Wool.
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TRENDSMEN

For a “less serious take on a 
timeless style,” Hush Puppies 
designers combined casual 
soles with classic designs like 
Brogues, explains men’s product 
development director Tom Riha. 
Uppers in rich fabrics including 
boiled Italian wool and flannel 
paired with lugs and cupsoles make 
“trendy styles come across as 
relaxed and casual, but still dressy 
enough to wear for work or a night 
out,” the Hush Puppies exec says. 
At Sperry, the Fowl Weather has a 
wave-siped, vulcanized lug outsole 
and leather upper for a casual, 
waterproof option dressy enough 
for the office. The boot “ties into 
the function-meets-fashion trend 
we’re seeing in the marketplace,” 
says Nick Travelyn, field service 
coordinator for Sperry. 

HEARTY HYBRIDS

CAT’s Colorado Gore-Tex boot.  The Aspley from Anthony Miles.

The Braxton Rigby from Hush Puppies.

Del Toro x Alec Monopoly Collaboration. 

The Conway from Anthony Miles. Teva sandal with a marbled sole.

The Fowl Weather 
from Sperry.

The Trask Bighorn Boot.

New England Outerwear Harvesters boot.

When Anthony Miles was 
founded in 2012, the idea was to 
stay true to the brand’s English 
heritage while also keeping 
current with sporty influences 
to court a 20-something 
consumer. “These are guys 
who want a casual slant, not a 
boring formal shoe,” says Chris 
Margetts, design and creative 
director for Anthony Miles. 
So the design team decided to 
revolve their look around the 
sole, pushing boundaries of 
what is currently on the market. 
For the Conway, designers 
dropped color flecks into 
translucent compounds for a 
confetti-like look. Other soles 
in the collection consist of two 
and three-part molds for a color-
blocked effect. At Del Toro, digital 
print soles of clouds, gold and 
even cash provide a collectible 
aspect to each shoe.   

SOLE INTEREST

Del Toro Up In The Air Chukka.
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American Sole
By Suzanne Blecher

T
he Labor unrest on the 
West Coast Ports that 
came to end in February 
brought to light a 

number of key issues in importing 
shoes to America, specifically 
the industry’s dependence on 
feeding the country’s demand 
for shoes with foreign-made 
product. In 2013, the average 
number of pairs purchased by 
every man, woman and child 
in this country was 7.5 pairs, 
costing a total of $234, according 

to the American Apparel & 
Footwear Association’s 

ShoeStats 2014. 

While a vast majority of those 
shoes were made overseas, U.S. 
shoe production has rebounded 
as of late, increasing 8.5 percent 
in 2013 (versus the previous year) 
and over one-third since 2009, the 
report says. “The environment 
is starting to change,” says Nate 
Herman, VP–international trade 
for AAFA. “The price differential 
versus other countries is getting 
closer and fast turn is becoming 
increasingly important. Brands 
can’t wait six weeks for a boat 
from China,” he explains.

A History of Manufacturing
So these brands are drawing 

upon the strong history of 
footwear manufacturing in 
regions such as New England, 
which since the early 1900s has 
turned out quality, traditional 
footwear. Boston-based New 
Balance makes/assembles 
more than four million pairs of 

its athletic footwear per year 
domestically, including the 990. 

“Maine is the true last bastion 
of footwear production that has 
remained,” says Greg Cordeiro, 
co-founder of New England 
Outerwear. The exec chose to 
start a factory in Lewiston, ME, 
two-and-a-half years ago because 
of skills and talent in the area 
stemming not only from footwear 
manufacturing, but also textiles, 
paper, suiting and workwear 
apparel production. To construct 
traditional, hand-sewn moccasin 
footwear, Cordeiro also sources 
raw materials as close to home 
as possible. “It makes it easier to 
be able to drive to your glue or 
thread supplier than have to send 
emails and wait,” he says.

For Butler, production costs 
were a large part of why the 
brand decided to build a U.S. 
manufacturing presence. At first, 
the children’s boots were to be 

ANALYSISUSA

Footwear brands 
set up production 
in the U.S. for many 
reasons including 
cost, quality, time  
to market and  
Good Old  
American Values. 

Wolverine’s Original 1000 Mile Boots

New Balance 990
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crafted in Indonesia in multiple 
pieces. Then the outlandish 
pricing quotes came in. “So I 
started to kick tires and see if 
we could instead make the mold 
in one piece here, duty free,” 
says Mark Challant, managing 
director at Butler. He was 
successful in finding a compound 
supplier in Lewiston who could 
create the compound and had 
the machine, but lacked the 
expertise to manage the process. 
“If something went wrong, we 
needed someone who could do 
more than push buttons,” he 
explains. 

After doing some additional 
digging, Butler’s manufacturing 
eventually landed in South Bend, 
IN, at a vertically integrated 
facility that was formerly a 
Studebaker manufacturing plant. 
The thermal plastic compound for 
the Overboot is sourced locally, 
Velcro is inserted into the mold 
and adjustments can be made 
on machines as needed. “Made 
in the USA has universal appeal. 
It has become part of our DNA,” 
Challant says.

Narrowing the Gap
One factory in Georgia that 

has gained popularity is owned 
by Okabashi, which has been in 
business for 30 years. Over the 
last 10 years, the firm has had an 
average growth rate of five to 10 
percent a year and is currently 
making shoes for its own brand, 
along with five others. One client 
is sandal brand Telic. The Buford 
plant has become increasingly 
attractive because “over the last 
two years, the gap has narrowed 
tremendously for domestic versus 
imports, with now only about 
a five to 10 percent premium 
for domestic production when 
you take into consideration the 
total cost of importing including 
freight, duties, extra warehousing, 
defects, et cetera,” explains 
Okabashi’s VP–sales Jason 
Boswell. 

While labor can still be the 
largest point of contention in 
the argument of domestic versus 
import, wages are starting to 
adjust. Manufacturing work boots 
and casual shoes has become 
more obtainable domestically, 
according to Roger Huard, 
VP–product development at 
Wolverine. “The amount of boots 
and shoes we make in the U.S. 
has increased significantly in the 

last five years; we make more 
than seven times the amount of 
footwear here than we did five 
years ago,” the exec says. The 
brand currently creates various 
styles of its Wolverine 1000 Mile 
Collection domestically, as well 
as work boot styles such as the 
Tacoma. “The reason we do it 
here is because there is a strong 
appetite for it,” he says. 

Bates Footwear manufactures 
in compliance with the Berry 
Amendment, which requires 
all raw materials and labor to 
be 100 percent sourced in the 
U.S. to maintain the safety and 
security of our armed forces. An 
example of one of Bates’ military 
offerings is the Recondo, which 
is a jungle assault boot suited for 
multi-terrain regions, including 
tropical areas. It features leather 
that resists oil and water, quick-
dry 500 denier nylon Multicam 
Cordura, a Vibram Mutant outsole 
and lateral screened vents.

Although the firm has been 
in existence since 1885 and 
has obtained a lot of support 
from the U.S. armed forces, 
it has recently had to face 
lower overall demand due to 
the military reducing its force 
strength and pulling troops 
from overseas. On a positive 
note, “this shrinking demand 
allows brands like Bates to 
further differentiate from the 
competition through innovation 
as domestic manufacturers in the 

military sector cannot completely 
rely on volume,” according to 
Andrew Fowler, Bates’ director of 
operations. Fowler is in support 
of other brands developing a 
domestic manufacturing model 
for economies of scale. With 
the raw material supply chain 
in the U.S. being so fragile and 
supported only by one or two 
makers, “these predominantly 
small businesses are in need 
of growth in the manufacturing 
base,” he commented.

A Viable Option
While America is far from out-

pacing China in footwear manu-
facturing – even as wages in the 
Asian country have been rising at 
about 12 percent-plus for a num-
ber years – higher value-added 
product (work boots, western 
boots and better grade dress 
and casual) can be viable here, 
according to Mike Featherston, 
CEO of ICB Intl. Furthermore, a 
couple of factors have the abil-
ity to potentially change the 
production equation consider-
ably in the future. “Robotics has 
already transformed production 
in the USA for some industries, 
and at some point in time foot-
wear may very well figure it out 
in terms of application to shoe 
production,” Featherston says. 
3D modeling may also “alter the 
economics of prototyping and 
pre-production commercializa-
tion,” the exec says. 

Okabashi Drift

The 
Wolverine 
Tacoma

Production at New 
England Outerwear

The Butler Overboot

Bates 
Recondo 
Boot
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 MARKET WATCHERS SAY THE CATEGORY IS POISED FOR GROWTH

Walking is making a comeback. The category – once considered a no-heat wasteland of steady but not impressive sales for 

clunky, orthopedic shoes for the elderly – enters 2015 showing distinct signs of life. According to the NPD group, sales in 

the category grew 20 percent in 2014 to $400 million, driven largely by sales in Skechers’ red-hot Go Walk line. Manhattan 

Beach, CA-based Skechers was one of the first companies to capitalize on the trend and has reaped the rewards — last 

month the brand reported fourth-quarter sales that rose 26 percent to hit $569.7 million, and on a call with analysts COO 

and CFO David Weinberg said the company is now the number one walking footwear brand – and number two footwear 

brand – in the U.S. The $280 million sale of Rockport to New Balance and private equity firm Berkshire Partners in January 

could give some additional heat to the category. New Balance has long been a player in the walking market and adding 

Rockport, whose comfort-based dress and casual shoes have made “walkability” a key marketing pitch, shows they see 

potential. As a growing number of brands throw their hats into the ring, vendors, market watchers and retailers sound off 

on why walking is ripe to be the footwear business’ new hot category — and who is poised to benefit. 

TALK
THE

WALK

THE RETAILER’S GUIDE TO THE WALKING CATEGORY 

BY JENNIFER ERNST BEAUDRY /  PHOTOGRAPHED BY FRANK JAMES
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Vivobarefoot’s $110 Evo Pure and $135 
Stealth styles are designed to offer the  
protection needed for a walk while  
maximizing underfoot feel.
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Fitness Fashion
Let’s start with the big picture: walking is huge. 
“It’s part of everyone’s day at some point,” says 

Robert Mangione, U.S. brand manager for U.K. natural 
motion brand Vivobarefoot. “There isn’t anything more 
commercial than walking.” 

And while the popular conception is that “walking for 
fitness” footwear business peaked (and then died) in 
the 1990s with the mall walker phenomenon, that’s not 
strictly accurate. 

According to the National Sporting Goods Association, 
there were 96.3 million people in the U.S. who walked for 
exercise in 2013. If you count the number of people who 
walk regularly as part of their day-to-day life but don’t 
consider it a notable form of exercise, then the number 
is much higher still. 

And while the number of exercise walk participants 
has been flat for several years (although up overall in 
the past decade), several trends suggest there’s growth 
to be had. 

The appetite for health- and wellness-focused products 
– in fashion, in cooking and in gadgets (wearables like 

the Fitbit and the Jawbone) – has been super strong and 
growing, with appeal for both men and women. 

“One of the most popular gifts this Christmas was 
the Fitbit and fundamentally that’s just a trendy, posh 
pedometer,” Ed van Wezel, CEO of Amsterdam-based 
Hi-Tec Sports says. “And it’s because people are much 
more focused on walking.” 

Hi-Tec launched its first walking line globally for Spring 
2015 after van Wezel says the company noticed how 
much attention the category got in the brand’s home 
market in the Netherlands. (The country’s national 
walking association, he said, has the second largest 
membership in the country, beaten only by the national 
soccer club’s association.) And numbers he’s seen, put 
the U.S. market as having 112 million regular walkers. 

The Hi-Tec men’s shoes, which have both athletic and 
casual uppers, also use Vibram’s RollinGait System with 
a beveled heel and toe for a smooth ride underfoot. And 
while initial response has been strong, van Wezel says, 
the company thinks the trends auger even more growth 
going forward since it’s still a category that’s being 
overlooked by many.

THE RETAILER’S GUIDE TO THE WALKING CATEGORY 

The $349 
men’s Rainbow 
in camel velour 

tweed celebrates 
Mephisto’s  

50th anniversary; 
Altra’s $110 

smooth leather 
tonal Provision 
Walk style for  

men brings  
the brand’s  
zero-drop,  

natural motion 
principles 

to bear.
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THE RETAILER’S GUIDE TO THE WALKING CATEGORY 

“Walking is more prominent then it ever has been,” 
van Wezel says. “The whole athletic world is focused 
on running, running, running. [And] on beautiful people 
in Lycra suits looking beautiful. Runners shout about it, 
but walkers are the silent majority. And those are the 
people we want to embrace.” 

Pat O’Malley, SVP–global product for Lexington, 
MA-based Saucony, says the company is betting that 
the athletic-as-fashion trend – combined with what he 
sees as a growing number of consumers who are looking 
to fit walking for fitness into their busy day-to-days – is 
going to mean a big market for the brand’s new Kineta 
Relay shoe. (In fact, O’Malley says, the brand is already 
planning to expand the style into a family of shoes.) The 
walking style for men and women, which is designed 
to be lightweight with a high-abrasion EVA outsole 
and memory foam sock liner, is explicitly designed to 
capitalize on the athletic fashion trend as well. 

“We’ve really seen the increase in athletic wear for 
everyday use and what [we’ve heard is that] what really 
works is when they can walk, even a short walk,” he 
says. “So this shoe has the biomechanical features for 

walking, but has lifestyle elements as well. We think 
those meld together where the consumer is going to 
want to have something that works for their workout 
and for the athleisure side as well.” 

City Living 
Walking as a lifestyle choice is also getting a boost 

from the much written about preference of millennials 
and young families (and even, some data suggests, an 
increasing number of Baby Boomers) for city life and 
even car-free living.

For both younger and older consumers in urban hubs, 
walking is a critical part of the day  and as that market 
grows shoes that let them pound the pavement in 
comfort while paying off in work-to-play style should be 
in even more demand. 

Rockport, which has made “walkability” central to its 
mission, thinks the city-friendly trend is critical and one 
that will remain at the forefront of the brand’s message 
to consumers. 

“Walking is novel and relevant for today’s consumer 
because a lot of them are moving back to the city 

The $130 Ahnu 
Fairfax shoe 

for women and 
Hi-Tec’s walking 

line (now available 
for men only) fuse 
outdoor DNA with 
sleek urban style.
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DESIGNED 
TO WANDER.
ASSEMBLED 
IN BOSTON.

We’re proud to be the only major company to make or assemble more 

than 4 million pairs of athletic footwear per year in the USA, which 

represents a limited portion of our US sales. Where the domestic  

value is less than 70%, we label our shoes Assembled in the USA.

MEN’S 3000V1 TRAIL WALKING SHOE

COMING OCTOBER 2015

Premium, water resistant 
Nubuck upper

Durable TPU outsole  
takes on trails, sidewalks  
and roads less travelled

Extremely light and  
flexible PU midsole
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THE RETAILER’S GUIDE TO THE WALKING CATEGORY 

and need alternate ways to get back to their point of 
destination,” Janet Ries, head of global marketing for the 
Canton, MA-based brand, says. 

“It’s a city play — we’re making no bones about that,” 
Jacqueline Van Dine, VP and co-founder of Richmond, 
CA-based Ahnu, says about the launch of the walking 
category for the outdoor brand. 

Ahnu, a division of Goleta, CA-based Deckers, is 
releasing its first line of walking shoes for women for the 
Fall 2015 season. 

The two-style collection, which features a wider 
toe box and an ergonomic footbed with dual density 
memory foam, leverages the brand’s hiking DNA in 
structure and feature set. But a streamlined look and 
Ahnu’s signature sophisticated uppers give the shoes 
more aesthetic appeal.  

And Van Dine thinks trends converge. 
Not only will this give the outdoor brand a toehold 

in the urban and urban-travel markets, she says, “the 
reality is that consumers are getting healthier and 
seeing more activity, and with this, we’ll reach an even 
broader market.”

Channel Challenges
But who stands to benefit from a walking resurgence? 
While Skechers’ dominance with Go Walk has benefited 

the mass market and family channels, many vendors say 
they’ve targeted the specialty and department worlds 
with their new product. 

Hi-Tec has picked up department store accounts, 
including Nordstrom online, for its walking styles, but 
CEO van Wezel thinks there’s real growth potential 
in the outdoor business where stores don’t have as 
much access to the classic comfort and walking brands. 
“Outdoor retailers are looking for ways to tell stories 
and sell people differently,” he says. ”This is a new 
category for outdoor.”

But there are challenges, too. Chief among them is 
strong competition for the same customer, independents 
say. 

“The walking business never changes — it’s always 
been there,” says Alan O’Hara, owner of the When 
The Shoe Fits stores based in Vancouver, WA. “And 
everybody’s got their own take, there are a lot of 
different trends.” 

Saucony’s new 
$70 Kineta Relay 
style for women 
and ASICS’ $85 
Gel-Frequency 3 
for women bring 
walking-specific 
technologies to 

high-style running-
shoe inspired 

looks.
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John Benedict, a co-owner at Okemos, MI-based 
Playmakers, says that walking has been a perpetual 
performer at the store. 

“Walking shoes are a very solid, really good business 
for us,” he says. And while classic walking shoes are 
a critical part of that, he estimates as much as 20 or 
25 percent of the running shoes the store sells go 
home with people who are planning to use them for 
exclusively for walking.

 “It’s a lot, that’s for sure,” he says. 
Benedict says he can see potential for the walking 

category to grow if it can attract a younger customer. 
“I think it would be cool to see some rebirth. Right 

now I definitely think it skews older: We have younger 
customers [there], but it just isn’t mainstream,” he says. 
“But walking is the most accessible exercise you can 
do and I think there’s a really very big health push and 
awareness that continues to grow.” 

Mitch Kummetz, senior analyst with Robert W. Baird 
and Co., says the category, while emerging, has potential 
as a differentiator for sit-and-fit independents across the 
spectrum. 

“If the product looks better and more technical and 
it’s more fashionable, then retailers are always looking 
for something new and different, because new and 
different has potential for incremental sales,” he says. 
“They can tell a story that isn’t being told at a big-box 
or mall-based level and that’s what they’re looking for. 
They can really use customer service to speak to the 
consumer.”

And technical product is a good fit for stores that 
already talk about foot health, gait and support, he says. 
“A lot of these guys tend to carry… really good orthotics 
and good shoes for your feet, so if there’s something 
happening within walking, a lot of independents will be 
able to gravitate toward that,” he adds. 

Matt Powell, VP–industry analysis at NPD Group, says 
that it’s a trend that can only go up. 

“My contention is that this is an opportunity for the 
industry to get after the walking business again, but we 
have to reinvent the game,” he says. “Maybe we don’t 
even want to call it ‘walking’ in order to make it youthful 
enough to sell. But there’s a need not being met by the 
marketplace.” 
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Ecco’s $190 O2 
style puts a premi-
um on breathabil-

ity, including Gore-
Tex’s 360-degree 

Surround mem-
brane for water-
proof protection 

married to rich yak 
leather colorways. 

Birkenstock’s 
$200 Islay leather 
sneaker puts the 
heritage brand’s 

iconic footbed into 
a classic athletic-

casual style.
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1. THE CITY DWELLER
Urban residents – 

millennials included – are 
looking for shoes that can 
take them through their 
commute, through a workday 
or weekend excursion and 
out at night, while staying 
comfortable and looking 
trend-right the whole time. 

Key features: 
• Stylish looks that blend 

seamlessly with work or 
casual attire. 

• Good support and comfort 
features for all-day wear.

• Weatherproof features.
Vivobarefoot brand 

manager Robert Mangione 
says his brand is actively 
targeting the walking market. 
The younger, urban-focused 
Venture Out exhibit space 
at Outdoor Retailer Winter 
Market really underlined the 
potential of the segment. 

“The biggest trend at 
Outdoor Retailer was 
that the millennials are 
looking for function and 
fashion combined,” he says. 
“Something where they could 
go out on a trail hike or wear 
it in inclement weather, 
or with jeans to go to the 
movies, and still have it look 
right from an accessories 
standpoint.”

2. THE WELLNESS GURU
For wearers looking to 

walking to maximize their 
overall health, the foot and 
total body health message of 

natural motion biomechanics 
is particularly resonant. 

Key features: 
• Natural Motion features 

a wide toe box and low 
or no-offset design to 
encourage proprioception. 

• Versatile look — both the 
athletic and brown shoe 
styles would have appeal for 
different occasions. 
“People get used to having 

no heel, their toes totally 
relaxed and spread and free 
and want it all the time,” 
Golden Harper, founder and 
brand manager of the Provo, 
UT-based natural motion 
Altra Zero Drop Footwear 
brand, says of the company’s 
decision to launch casual 
walking shoes for Fall 2015. 

“Everybody has foot 
problems and issues with 
their feet, so to make shoes 
available that don’t have 
tapered toe boxes or elevated 
heels [but have a less running-
shoe look] was the number 
one request we got on social 
media and through our 
customer service.”

3. THE FITNESS WALKER
For consumers who are 

serious about walking for 
health, technical shoes 
designed specifically for 
walking, but that have the 
style of running shoes and 
pair seamlessly with active 
apparel, are critical. 

Key features: 
• Supportive, comfortable out 

of the box.
• Cushioning is a big draw, 

but true technical attributes 
will draw the serious 
participant.

• Athletic styling that can 
compete with running 
models. 
“What we bring is a real 

nice technical story that really 
separates us from anything 
else on the wall,” says 
Saucony senior VP– global 
product Pat O’Malley. “This 
is for that consumer that’s 
a little more discerning and 
looking for the Saucony badge 
of approval.”

4. THE GLOBETROTTER
The travel market is a 

natural fit for walking because 
travelers without extra room 
to spare in their bags want 
sophisticated footwear that 
can take on anything from 
cobbled streets to country 
hikes in comfort while looking 
appropriate for either. 

Key features: 
• City-appropriate upper style. 
• Versatile, easy-care looks.
• Rugged outsole — maybe 
even trail or light hiking 
appropriate.

“When you go abroad, 
you’re walking on stones or 
even just hard surfaces, and 
you want something under 
foot that’s comfortable all day 
long,” Jacqueline Van Dine, 
VP of Ahnu, says. “But you 
don’t want to undermine the 
aesthetics: that’s critical.” 

THE NEW 
WALKING 
CUSTOMERS
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4 KEY DEMOGRAPHICS TO TAP

Which are the ripe 
markets for walking 
shoes? Footwear 
Insight has identified 
four potential customer 
groups and we’ve 
asked the experts how 
to target them. 

Clarks 
Seremene
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Aetrex Xspress Gravity Defyer Superwalk1

OTZ Paso Mid Chelsea Rockport Activeflex RocSports Lite

Dansko Hazel

footwearinsight.com
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Vionic Torney

Rockport Make Your Path

Jambu Tuscany
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D
ealing with vendor partners 
entering the retail game isn’t a new 
challenge for the retail world. But 
a retailer going into the wholesale 
space? That’s a little different and 
The Walking Co. is counting on it 
as a key growth strategy for 2015. 

“You still get questions from 
some [vendors]: ‘are you coming 
out and competing’?” Mike 
Grenley, COO for the Westlake 

Village, CA-based retailer, says. “And my answer is the same to 
them — well, are you competing with me as you’ve expanded your 
distribution through the internet and your own website and through 
opening up your own stores? It’s a competitive world out there, and 
we’re not out there to compete with our own vendors. We think the 
product we are offering is better in terms of specific technologies 
than what’s out there. We’re not making copies of anyone’s shoes. 
We’re offering a technology that we think improves lives for our 
customer.” 

The product Grenley is referring to is the brand’s Abeo line, which 
launched in 2010 after founder and CEO Andrew Feshbach couldn’t 
find sandals with the orthotic support he wanted. The men’s and 
women’s line has grown from its initial $3 million start in The Walking 
Co. doors to a comprehensive, 500-plus SKU line that includes men’s 
and women’s dress, casual and athletic styles as well as sandals and 
covering five technology platforms. The line registered $75 million in 
sales in 2014, making it the no. 1 brand for the retailer, accounting for 
more than 20 percent market share.

And after seasons fielding calls from store owners, Grenley says, 
the company is ready to open Abeo up to the market. The product 
started delivering to the first of the 20 independent stores signed 
on to distribute late last month, with two or three new locations 
opening up each week. Grenley says the idea is to keep distribution 
tight — he expects an additional 25 or so locations to open up for 
the rest of 2015, with an eventual distribution of 500 to 600 locations. 
No online accounts are part of the plan, he said, with the exception 
of thewalkingcompany.com and abeo.com. 

The business will also give The Walking Co., which Grenley 
characterizes as “fairly stable” at 215 locations in the U.S., a new 

IN AN ERA OF VENDOR DTC, TWC TAKES ABEO TO INDEPENDENT RETAILERS
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The Walking Co. is taking its successful private-label Abeo line of dress, casual and athletic shoes wholesale this spring.

FLIPPING
THE SCRIPT
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method to expand into new markets, since the stores it’s partnering 
with will be in areas that aren’t currently served by The Walking Co. 
doors — and new stores will be chosen to make sure there’s not 
overlap between existing accounts or The Walking Co. stores. 

Retailers say they’re looking forward to getting the Abeo product. 
Kalamazoo, MI-based V&A Shoes will be stocking the product in its 

Kalamazoo location, and store manager Elliott Miller says Abeo gives 
the store a competitive advantage. 

“They’ve developed a niche with the line that no one has, where 
you can put orthotics with multiple arches within individual lines and 
individual shoes,” he says. “It gives us a line of shoes that we can really 
use to cater to health-specific foot ailments while maintaining current 
trends and styles instead of always making it an orthopedic look. And 
we haven’t had that with any of the other companies we carry.” 

V&A president and owner Bill Van Dis says The Walking Co. being 
a fellow retailer wasn’t a factor. 

“Today, I’m getting just as much competition from my traditional 
wholesale partners, who are all emailing my customers and going 
on QVC or opening stores. We view [Abeo] as just another brand,” 
he says. “As an independent retailer, you have to routinely try new 
things, and this sounds like a good idea.”

Retail Support
Grenley says The Walking Co. is building on its retailing background 

for its wholesale debut. 
Instead of a traditional vendor-retailer relationship, Grenley says 

the company wanted to establish partnerships with the independents 
with which it’s working.

The Walking Co. is asking those retailers to carry at least 60 
SKUs, and it will be mandatory to have the Abeo footpad, which 
gives an active scan of consumers’ feet to fit them for a custom 
orthotic. 

To prepare, Grenley says the company has been bolstering its 
sales side, including hiring industry vet Tracy Sheffer as VP–sales. 

And the company has added to the tech team to make sure that 
adding the new retailers into the system is seamless and they can 
“offer a simple solution to manage the process [for the outside 
retailers] the same way we have for our own stores,” says Grenley.

In return, The Walking Co. will treat its retail partners the same way 
it treats its own shops, Grenley says, with automatic replenishment, 
guaranteed gross margin, no charges for freight and the ability to 
take back poor sellers. The program, he believes, is one of the most 
lucrative in the industry. 

“We established [it] with a retail mentality,” he says. 
And the company is going to leverage its national network of 

trainers and reps for its own stores to train independents on the use 
of the scanner and on the product line, as well as store support. 

Ethan King, store manager of the Mosser’s Shoes store in 
Champaign, IL, says the assistance has impressed him even in the 
short amount of time the store has had the product. 

“They’re giving us the most support I’ve seen through any brand in 
terms of reps checking in frequently, in just being there, and giving 
ideas on selling,” King says. “They’re more hands-on than any sales 
rep I’ve ever worked with.” 

New Concepts
Grenley says The Walking Co. is looking forward to getting a new 

perspective on the line as more independents come on board.
“Right now, I have 215 opinions every time we bring new options,” 

Grenley says. “But this is a whole new array, and we’re talking about 
some very experienced people that we’re really looking forward to 
hearing from.” 

But Grenley says The Walking Co. isn’t relying solely on wholesale 
to grow. Sales online have shown strong increases, he said. And 

the company is launching a new concept called “Walking Co. RX” 
focused on the medical side business. “It will still be The Walking 
Co. but with less of the fashion elements and enhanced with more 
medical or orthopedic elements, and true service with a certified 
pedorthist,” he says. 

The program, which will launch a test with four stores similar in 
size to existing Walking Co. locations in the area surrounding the 
retailer’s Los Angeles-area headquarters in the next two months, 
will be an opportunity to not only try a new format but also explore 
different real estate options, Grenley says. 

“We can take [the stores] out of the general suburban malls and 
do more out in the strip malls and street stores, which we have not 
traditionally looked at,” he says. “They’re not being served and there 
are a lot more places that could handle a [Walking Co.] location.” 

And, he says, there’s an international opportunity “It’s a very 
viable program for us, with strong potential growth in the U.S. and 
internationally.” 

Overall, Grenley says, The Walking Co. is feeling optimistic. 
“Exercise walking is probably the fastest-growing activity around, 

and when you combine treadmill walking, trail walking, hiking, 
and not just walking but being on your feet and needing support, 
when you take all of those categories, it becomes by far the biggest 
[segment],” he says. “From that stand point, we have a very big, very 
growing base. And we are very bullish.” 

THE RETAILER’S GUIDE TO THE WALKING CATEGORY 
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Retailers say Abeo offers them trend-right styles that still provide options 
for multiple orthotic needs.
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Brooks: The Fusion, part of the Brooks Heritage Collection, is a ’90s 
style that captures the technology boom of that era. With visible heel 
technology and a multi-color design, the Brooks Fusion was a shoe of the 
future in its time and now that future is back. MSRP $109.99.

Reebok: The Ventilator OG is a retro ’90s style from back in the day when 
Reebok was coming up with innovations like the Hexalite, the DMX, and 
The Pump. The decade also produced the Ventilator. New iterations of the 
shoe will be released this fall to celebrate its 25th birthday. MSRP $110.

Saucony: The Shadow Original shoe updates the 1985 performance trainer 
with an upper made of luxurious suede and mesh to elevate its style. It has 
a soft EVA midsole for comfort and plush underfoot cushioning with every 
step. The upper is a combo of mesh, nylon and suede. MSRP $70.

ASICS: The recent relaunch of the ASICS Tiger brand for the sport lifestyle 
market is in lockstep with the current retro trends. The collection features 
standouts such as the GEL-LYTE III, a ’90s classic. The GEL-LYTE III was 
originally introduced in 1990. 

LINES WE LIKE

Oh So Retro
The ’90s are the retro decade of the moment. (With a bit of the ’80s mixed in, too.) Boxy and bold sneaker silhouettes from 20 to 30 years ago are resonating 
with today’s hip, young sneaker consumers. Athletic footwear brands are paying attention. Below are a few of our favorite new retro athletic styles.

British Knights: The Leather Quilts from British Knights are back. The BK Quilts first hit the streets back in 1988. The brand’s re-launch has the BK Quilts 
back in true retro form. The sneakers are available in the original colorway using new leathers to make the pattern pop. MSRP $80.

www.footwearinsight.com
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Updates on 2015 speakers and trade show happenings: therunningandfitnesseventforwomen.com

June 29 - July 1, 2015
Navy Pier & W Chicago Lakeshore

Join us in Chicago for the business-to-business conference and 

trade show designed to focus retailers and brands on the most 

powerful consumer in the market place.

Conference Presentations Networking Trade Show

The Running & Fitness Event For Women is proud to host...

Scheduled to Appear at the 2015 Event

Unconventional Strategies and 
Tactics for Today’s Business Climate

Erika Napoletano, is a branding expert who 

happens to be an ACE and NASM-certified 

personal trainer and group fitness instructor.

She is the founder of unstuck.LIFE, a 

destination for restless brands and the 

people brave enough to lead them. And if 

you’ve ever felt stuck, well, Erika’s the one 

you call to get unstuck and over all the 

annoying things that keep you and your 

business from being awesome. Erika is also 

the award-winning, twice-published author, 

including “The Power of Unpopular.”

 

Capture the Mindshare and the  
Market Share will Follow

Libby Gill shares techniques from her latest book. 

Every participant will receive immediately applicable 

takeaways to: 

• Identify the authentic value that makes you stand out. 

• Powerfully articulate your unique value proposition. 

• Master the art of emotional connection to create deep 

   and lasting customer relationships.

Libby is the former head of communications

for Sony, Universal, and Turner Broadcasting.

She is now CEO of her own consulting firm where

clients include AMC Networks, Disney-ABC, GoDaddy, 

Intel, Kellogg’s, Microsoft, PayPal, Royal Caribbean

Cruise Lines, Safeway, Wells Fargo, and many more.

IRRA Apparel Summit 
Presented by

She Runs Retail Summer Meeting
Presented by

 Running The Next Generation
Presented by

Erika Napoletano Libby Gill
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